WHITTLEY CLUB NSW Inc
PICNIC DAY/LADIES DAY at Apple Tree Bay and an ANTARCTICA VORTEX!
The weather forecast was bad, an Antarctica vortex of very cold weather brrrrr! Must be a
Whittley weekend coming up?

Only two club boats braved the forecast, ‘Knot so L’il’ and ‘Much Ado’. Michael and Diana
arrived with their boat, but only for the trailer component of the day. However, all up, we
had around 30 club members turned up. What a great role-up. The drawer card and hero of
the day was Darren Troon from Precision Boat Handling and his boat.

As it turned out, the forecast also scared off most other boaties. So whilst some clouds were
seen racing overhead, down in the valley of Apple Tree Bay it was very pleasant for most of
the day, especially while the sun was shining and only minor breezes on the water. More
importantly, we had most of the wharf/pontoon and boat ramp to ourselves for the better
part of the day. In many respects, we could not have asked for better conditions to
undertake some boat handling tips, trailer tips, rope tying, a picnic and time to catch up tell
a few lies.
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Darren passed on some of his extensive experience on launching and retrieving our boats as
well as docking alternatives in various conditions of wind and current. Preparation and
planning ahead, even when undertaking tasks we take for granted, all help to make our
boating a safer and more pleasant experience.
There were numerous little gems. For example, after starting your motor, check that both
forward and reverse gears can be selected before unhitching from the trailer and launching.
Also remember that ‘neutral’ is floating or drifting, even when you have momentum. Only
when you are in-gear do our boats have steering control.

Another tip is that although you can hold your
boat against the wharf using a stern rope attached
a bollard on the wharf and keeping the motor
running in idle, turn your motor away from the
wharf to bring the stern of the boat closer to the
wharf to enable easier embarking and
disembarking.

to

It was a little disconcerting when
Darren invited as many girls onto his
boat as possible then headed off
downstream to show them all how
best to pick up boys. Oops, sorry, I
meant buoys/moorings. We were
later advised that he sat around
next to one buoy with his rear into
the wind showing how stable the
boat was and how much time one
has when in that position to safely
pick up a loose rope (the mooring pennant attached to the mooring buoy for the nerds).
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Upon returning, we were then advised that Darren had also introduced the girls to ropes,
claiming that there were two knots that they should all be familiar with – the clove-hitch
and bowline. Roger obviously saw this as a great opportunity to help out, drawing on his
past yachting heritage and skills to offer alternative methods for the bowline and which
seemed to draw the attention of many of the girls.
At this point, the Club’s ‘First Lady’ appeared to have
got herself all tangled up but after sorting out her
canine fingers and lots of practice late into the
Sunday evening (with photographic evidence in
support) appears to be now on top of things.
However, there has been no feedback on how
restrained the President was and if he had a decent
night’s sleep.

Around lunch, Darren offered some thoughts and a demonstration on maintenance of
propellers. Ray took the opportunity to provide some thoughts on spacers, rotors and
wheel hubs on the trailers for larger boats.
Meanwhile, in the background, Lea had another
outstanding day selling raffle tickets for a hamper
which was won by Glad.
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It was a fantastic day and thoroughly enjoyed by everyone. Ray and, especially Maxine, are
to be congratulated for putting on such a great event. Thanks guys.
Garry (The Palace).
Maxine organizing the sausage
sizzle and delicious pumpkin
soup

Watch out Bob I am coming

Bob watching Lea

Do you think anyone will notice be climbing up
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New Acquired Skills
By the end of the
day Angela will
learn the art of
bondage

Bob giving tips on reversing

How long do I have to wait
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Up Coming Events.
Reserve the evening of Friday 24th July. Free invitation to us all
All Club members are invited to a FREE National Marine BBQ Meat on Skewers, Chicken Wings &
Grilled Haloumi workshop opening.
The evening will give you the opportunity to meet and brag along with other boat owners over a
casual beer or two.
National Marine Pty Limited
PH 02-9810-9030
The Sydney Boathouse
Unit 6 & 7, 2 Waterways Court
(off James Craig Rd)
Rozelle Bay, NSW, 2039
PO Box 1447
Rozelle NSW 2039

